
Sansuikankinryu
2227 Kanzanji-cho, 
Nishi-ku,Hamamatsu-shi, 
【Capacity】180 people
【 Number of rooms】 
31 room
053-487-0611

Kanzanji Sago
Royal Hotel
3302 Kanzanji-cho, 
Nishi-ku,Hamamatsu-shi,
【Capacity】  492 people
【 Number of rooms】
97 room
053-487-0711

Hamanako Hotel 
Yamaki
2240 Kanzanji-cho, 
Nishi-ku, Hamamatsu-shi, 
【Capacity】  60 people
【 Number of rooms】 
12 room
053-487-0131

New Izumikan
2257 Kanzanji-cho, 
Nishi-ku,Hamamatsu-shi, 
【Capacity】80 people
【 Number of rooms】 
16 room
053-487-0213

Ryokan Fujiya
2268 Kanzanji-cho, 
Nishi-ku,Hamamatsu-shi, 
【Capacity】24 people
【 Number of rooms】
6 room
053-487-0204

Hotel Kokonoe
2178 Kanzanji-cho, 
Nishi-ku, Hamamatsu-shi, 
【Capacity】  487 people
【 Number of rooms】 
 86 room
053-487-1112

Horieno Sho
2061 Kanzanji-cho, 
Nishi-ku,Hamamatsu-shi, 
【Capacity】80 people
【 Number of rooms】 
40 room
053-484-2111

HOTEL 
WELLSEASON

1891 Kanzanji-cho, Nishi-ku, 
Hamamatsu-shi,
【Capacity】 488 people
【 Number of rooms】
122 room
053-487-1111

Tokiwasure KAIKATEI
412 Kanzanji-cho, 
Nishi-ku,Hamamatsu-shi, 
【Capacity】 300 people
【 Number of rooms】 
60 room      053-487-0208

Hoshino Resorts 
KAI Ensyu
399-1Kanzanji-cho, 
Nishi-ku,Hamamatsu-shi, 
【Capacity】90 people
【 Number of rooms】
33 room
057-007-3011

HOTEL 
KIKUSUITEI
398 Kanzanji-cho, 
Nishi-ku,Hamamatsu-shi, 
【Capacity】257 people
【 Number of rooms】 
50 room
053-487-0531

Hamanako Grand 
Hotel Sazanamikan
260-1 Kanzanji-cho, 
Nishi-ku, Hamamatsu-shi,
【Capacity】220 people
【 Number of rooms】 
39 room
053-487-3373

Ookusa-sou
1511 Kurematsu-cho, 
Nishi-ku, Hamamatsu-shi, 
【Capacity】101 people
【 Number of rooms】  
22 room
053-487-2111

1023-1Kiga,Hosoe,Kita-ku,
Hamamatsu-shi
【Capacity】 90 people
【 Number of rooms】 
28 room     053-522-1115

2450-1Negata,Hamakita-ku,
Hamamatsu-shi
【Capacity】85 people
【 Number of rooms】 
15 and 1 detached cottage
053-583-0090

Satoyama guest house
“Maru”

The owner started the guest house because 
he wanted to  int roduce the beaut i fu l  
Satoyama landscape “Shibukawa.” You can 
observe the Japanese luehdorfia butterfly, 
fireflies and forest green treefrogs.You can 
also enjoy experiencing life in the countryside 
throughtout each season.

1811-1 Shibukawa,Inasa-cho,  
Kita-ku,Hamamatsu-shi
IN 14:00~ / OUT~11:00
Without meals one person per night 
5,000 yen(without tax)
Additional 2,000 yen per person after first 
two guests (without tax)
090-7049-2595

Farm-inn log house “Akira”
The first inn in Kita Ward, it was opened 
in the Shizutama district, located in the 
northern area of Inasa-cho, Kita Ward, 
Hamamatsu Ci ty .  P lease enjoy  a  
relaxing time with your family or friends 
through various countryside experiences 
apart from the hustle and bustle of the 
city.

365 Matoba,Inasa-cho,Kita-ku,Hamamatsu-shi
IN 13:00~ / OUT~10:00      　　Irregular holidays
example）Satiety plan(with breakfast and dinner)
【Capacity】6 people
6,000 yen per person, 3,000 yen if you are a junior 
high school student or below, Children under 
three are free of charge (including tax)        
090-8673-1644

Tenten-go Shibukawa
Tenten-go Shibukawa is located in the middle of Japan. It is a campsite which is in a rich 
natural environment and is surrounded by the mountains of Lake Oku-Hamana. There is a 
caravan site and a free tent (for motorcycles). The cottages are fully airconditioned, so you 
can enjoy them as if staying in a condominium. In spring and summer, you can also enjoy 
nature by playing in the pristine river or on our authentic bike trial course. 

Hamamatsu Fruit Park Tokinosumika Glamping
You can enjoy luxury camping with no preparation! You can feel at ease even if you have 
never been camping, since you don’ t have to set up a tent or prepare meals! There are a lot 
of activities that anyone from adults to children can enjoy such as fruit picking, wine tasting in 
a winery or taking a bath in a high concentration carbonated spring.

4263-1 Miyakoda-cho,Kita-ku,
Hamamatsu-shi
IN 15:00~17:00 / OUT~10:00  
Starting from 8,000 yen (when 
one adult uses a room, per person)
053-428-5211
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●Picking seasonal vegetables and fruits
●Firewood chopping and cypress bath experience
●Starry sky observation　
●Firefly watching (Summer only)
●Making dried sweet potato and 
    dried persimmon (Winter only)
●Making Miso (Winter only)
You can try various experiences such as above!
Date, time and fee depend on the experience.

【Period】Sep.～June 
【Reception】11:00-12:00
【Time required】1～２hours
【Fee】2,200 yen /person
（Reservation Deadline:4days in advance）
【Capacity】 About 1-30 people

Shiitake mushroom picking

Seasonal experiences

Putting a name on 
a wine glass experience
【Time required】Avout 30mins
【Fee】1,000 yen～/person【Capacity】４person

Kanzanji area

The area north 
of Lake Hamana

The local specialty of 
Tenten dining next
 to the site is 
the Gohei-mochi 
set meal!
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There is a goat and a dog on the property.

We can introduce you to local experiences 
such as lemon picking, horse riding, and how 
to make Gohei-mochi (※1)! (Additional fee)

Experience

We are waiting 
for you!

 （※1）skewered sweet rice cakes 
            served with soy sauce and miso

Experience

Experience

You can also 
experience 
fruits picking!

237-1 1811-1 Shibukawa,Inasa-cho,  
Kita-ku,Hamamatsu-shi
Apr. ~ Sep.  9:00-17:00/Oct.~ Mar. 10:00-15:00
      Nothing
Please check our homepage or by telephone.            
053-545-0452

National youth hostels 
oku-Hamanako

Prefectural forest park
“Forest house”

Mountain village Area

Experience
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 for Tokaidochu hizakurige.…


